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Unit I

1. (a) What are the functions of smart grid ?

Give the advantages of the smart grid ?

(b) Show the components of smart grid using

nice block diagram. Explain the functions

of each component. 15

2. (a) Give the smart grid control architecture.

Represent software architecture with

detail functions of control architecture.

(b) Discuss PMUs communication interface.

Explain its working. 15

Unit II

3. (a) Discuss the cyber security strategies to

avoid the smart grid threats.

(b) Explain about the attacks in Electric Grids

cyber Physical system security. Give the

strategy to avoid the attacks. 15

4. Give the architecture of cyber security

management of electric power grids. Explain

with block diagram the functions of the

different components. 15

Unit III

5. Why energy management system is required ?

What are the functions of energy management

system ? Show the EMS with block diagram

and explain functions of the each components.

15

6. What are the functions of the demand side

management ? How does demand side

management help to avoid peal cliping, valley

filing and load shifting ? 15

Unit IV

7. Define distributed generation. What are the

advantages of distributed generation ? Explain

the wind power based DGs. 15

8. What is fuel cell ? Give the working principle

of fuel cell. How the fuel cell can be modeled

mathematically ? Explain the mathematical

model. 15
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